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PRODUCED BY

Problem Fixed?
20 years on – has OPRC delivered?
We have succeeded – oil spills are dramatically
lower, OPRC is 20 years old this year and this 
is proof of its value.
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Contents EDITORIAL
The New Year has started with multiple natural
disasters, Haiti, Madeira, and now Chile, 
but the good news will not get headlines, 
apart from here. ITOPF has just published 
its review of marine oil spills for 2009, 
with comparisons over the last decade, 
and with previous decades. The headline 
is that we are at an all time low, but does 
this get any attention in the media? I have
trawled the world by googling oil spill and 
not one item on this success...

The front page illustrates the drama 
of a disaster at sea, involving fire and pollution. 
The success that we have achieved in reducing
oil pollution is immense, and like all good news
stories is largely ignored. 

However, we are not commercial media 
but a small journal dedicated to those involved
in the myriad of issues generated by marine
pollution, particularly oil, incidents. 
This issue is dedicated to the success that 
has been achieved, which is a result of complex
actions, of which the introduction of OPRC
remains probably the most significant, and it is
20 years this year since OPRC was adopted as
an international convention.

To keep the upbeat nature of this issue, 
as it is also the spring issue, we are going 
to celebrate some birthdays:

• OPRC, is 20 years old this year, Adopted in
1990, before coming into force in 1995

• Oil Spill Response Ltd., more commonly
known as OSRL celebrates its 25th
anniversary this year

• OPEC, no not the league of oil producing
nations but a small Yorkshire company has
just joined UKSpill coming back after being
an original member of BOSCA and
celebrates its 30th birthday

• Slickbar, now owned by Lamor, a member 
of UKSpill, celebrates its 50th birthday

And I am sure we have many other birthdays,
so whilst we will pay tribute to the small list
above, we wish those others many successful
years ahead in keeping us free of pollution.

In June this year, UKSpill will also celebrate
this success by making its annual Marine Oil
Seminar focussed on how OPRC has affected
the oil spill industry, and what will happen next,
the event is being held at IMO in London, over
14-15 June 2010. Join the birthday event...

Finally, in this issue there is an explanation
of what UKSpill is and how it works.Front cover image : MT Formosa Product Brick on fire

after a collision with MV Ostende Max on August 21st
2009 off the Malaysian coast.

EDITOR: 
Roger Mabbott
61, Sevenhampton, Cheltenham
Gloucestershire  GL54 5SL 

T +44 (0)7793 649 643  
E info@ukspill.org
www.ukspill.org

innovation
quality
reliability

 sales@vikoma.com
T: +44 (0)1983 200560
F: +44 (0)1983 200561

www.vikoma.com
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The same is true for medium sized spills
from tankers (7-700 tonnes or 50–5,000 bbls)
which have fallen 50% from the 1990s to an
average of 14 for the last decade. Consistent
with the drop in numbers of spills, the volume
of oil spilt from tankers also shows a marked
reduction. Last year the volume of oil spilt, 
at 100 tonnes, was the lowest on record and
the total for the decade - 206,000 tonnes –
was, in some cases, less than had been spilt 
in a single year during previous decades. 
This dramatic reduction in the numbers 
and quantities of tanker spills can largely 
be attributed to the combined efforts of
government and industry to improve safety 
and pollution prevention.   

The excellent record for 2009 should not,
however, imply that our work is done, not least
because there is considerable annual variation
in the frequency of oil spills and a single major
incident can severely distort the statistics 
for a particular year. Indeed, the collision 
this January between a tanker and a vessel
towing barges in Texas, USA, already means
that last year’s clean record will not be

matched in 2010; such is the unpredictable
nature of accidents.  

In addition, smaller operational spills and
bunker spills from non-tankers continue to be
regular occurrences.  Whereas in past years
such low volumes would not have caused
much concern or interest, it is our experience
that now even minor incidents can generate
significant claims for environmental damage
and economic loss. This change reflects the
increasing intolerance towards spills of almost
any size and the growing demands and
expectations of those affected. As a
consequence, despite the downturn in major
spills, demand for ITOPF’s services remains as
keen as ever.

The Origins of ITOPF
The damage and publicity following the

grounding of TORREY CANYON off the South
West coast of the UK in 1967, with the loss of
its entire cargo of 119,000 tonnes of crude oil,
prompted the world's tanker owners to set up
a voluntary compensation scheme, TOVALOP,
to assure adequate and timely compensation
for those affected by oil spills. ITOPF was

established to administer this scheme, which
ran for almost 30 years until the widespread
acceptance of the Civil Liability and Fund
Conventions.  In addition to its administrative
role, the high incidence of major tanker spills
in the early 1970s prompted the formation of
ITOPF’s technical department to provide advice
and assistance on oil spill response
techniques and effects.  ITOPF has since
expanded and evolved into a leading technical
organisation in the field of marine pollution
response. Its team of marine biologists,
chemists, engineers and physicists have
responded to over 600 ship-source spills in 99
countries – including such landmark cases as
AMOCO CADIZ, EXXON VALDEZ, BRAER, ERIKA
and PRESTIGE – giving the organisation
unparalleled first-hand experience of the
realities of combating major marine spills.

Funding
ITOPF is financed through subscriptions

from its shipowner Members and Associates
paid through their Protection & Indemnity
insurers (P&I Clubs).  ITOPF’s membership
currently comprises almost 6,000 tanker

For the first time since ITOPF
began collating tanker spill
statistics, no major oil spills
were recorded from tankers in
2009.  Defined as 700 tonnes or
greater (> 5,000 bbls), the
number of major spills from
tankers has consistently been
reducing over recent years,
falling to an average of three 
per year for the last decade
(2000–2009). This is less than
half of the average for the 1990s
and just an eighth of the average
for the 1970s.

Tanker Spills Fall to Record Low 
ITOPF reflects on its evolving role as improvements in maritime
safety and pollution prevention contribute to a reduction in
accidental oil spills from tank vessels.

The main feature:

*International Tanker Owners Pollution Federation
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Adoption: 30 November 1990

Entry into force: 13 May 1995

Parties to the OPRC convention are required to establish measures for
dealing with pollution incidents, either nationally or in co-operation
with other countries.

Background

In July 1989, a conference of leading industrial nations in 
Paris called upon IMO to develop further measures to prevent
pollution from ships. This call was endorsed by the IMO Assembly in
November of the same year and work began on a draft convention
aimed at providing a global framework for international co-operation
in combating major incidents or threats of marine pollution. 

Parties to the OPRC convention are required to establish measures for
dealing with pollution incidents, either nationally or in co-operation
with other countries. 

Ships are required to carry a shipboard oil pollution emergency plan,
to be developed by IMO. Operators of offshore units under the
jurisdiction of Parties are also required to have oil pollution
emergency plans or similar arrangements which must be 
co-ordinated with national systems for responding promptly 
and effectively to oil pollution incidents.

Ships are required to report incidents of pollution to coastal
authorities and the convention details the actions that are then 
to be taken. The convention calls for the establishment of stockpiles
of oil spill combating equipment, the holding of oil spill combating
exercises and the development of detailed plans for dealing with
pollution incidents.

Parties to the convention are required to provide assistance 
to others in the event of a pollution emergency and provision 
is made for the reimbursement of any assistance provided.

The Convention provides for IMO to play an important 
co-ordinating role. 

The main feature:

owners and bareboat charterers, who between
them own or operate about 10,500 tankers,
barges and combination carriers with 
a total gross tonnage of 301 million GT. 
This represents virtually all of the world’s 
bulk oil, chemical and gas carrier tonnage.
The introduction of Associate status in 1999 
for owners and bareboat charterers of all
other types of ship reflects ITOPF's
increasingly important role in responding to
bunker spills from non-tankers.

Priority Service
Responding to ship-source spills is ITOPF’s

priority service.  Notable amongst recent
cases is the HEBEI SPIRIT oil spill in South
Korea in 2007 which has been the most
intensive response effort ever undertaken by
ITOPF and serves as a vivid reminder of the
impact of a major oil spill in heavily trafficked
and intensely farmed waters.  Two years after
the incident we continue to be heavily involved
in the assessment of the great number of
claims for clean-up and pollution damage
generated by this single incident. While spills
of oil from tankers and other shipping provide
the majority of our work, ITOPF is also called
upon to respond, on a consultancy basis, to
spills from other sources, such as pipelines,
offshore oil installations and on-shore tank
farms. More recently, we have strengthened
our capabilities for dealing with spills of
Hazardous and Noxious Substances in light of
the entry into force of the OPRC-HNS Protocol

and the drive to ratify the HNS Convention.
Over the years, we have provided advice on
cases involving vegetable oils, cereals, coal
and containers and their contents.  In addition,
advice is also occasionally given in relation to
physical damage to coral reefs resulting from
ship groundings. 

Claims Assessment
ITOPF is frequently asked to assess the

technical merits of claims for compensation
arising from spills. On many occasions, this is
a natural extension of our on-site involvement
at the time of the incident.  It usually involves
assessing the reasonableness of clean-up
costs and the merits of claims for damage to
economic resources.  The assessment of
damage to fisheries – especially mariculture
facilities – is a particular area of specialisation
which often requires the detailed analysis of
complex claims, frequently in conjunction with
other specialists who have in-depth knowledge
of the affected area and the economics of its
particular fisheries.  ITOPF's role in claims
analysis is limited to providing advice on the
technical merit of claims.  The final decision
on settling any claim rests with those who will
pay the actual compensation (usually the P&I
Clubs and the IOPC Funds). 

Environmental Damage
ITOPF’s advice is also regularly sought on

environmental damage caused by spills.
Working with interested parties, our task is to
help manage expectations by combining our

direct observations from a given spill location
with our general scientific understanding of
how pollution affects the marine environment.
ITOPF also has a pivotal role in providing
technical information and analysis to all
parties involved in the restoration process
required under the provisions of the United
States Oil Pollution Act 1990 (OPA'90).  

Advisory Assignments, 
Training & Education

In view of our long involvement with oil
spills, ITOPF is frequently asked by
governments, industry and international
agencies to assist with the preparation of
contingency plans and also to undertake other
advisory and training assignments.  We also
devote considerable effort to the provision of
practical information on oil spill response
techniques and related topics. ITOPF has
published a series of Technical Information
Papers and is currently revising its book
“Response to Marine Oil Spills”. In addition,
we have an extensive library and website
(www.itopf.com) and maintain a
comprehensive database of oil spills.

Summary
Despite the reduction in oil spills worldwide,

demand for ITOPF’s technical services
continues unabated and we remain committed
to promoting effective response to spills of oil,
chemicals and other hazardous substances in
the marine environment.

OPRC  – What it is formally
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Over June 14-15 2010, UKSpill is hosting Europe with a 2 day seminar
– themed, in its 20th anniversary year, on how OPRC has worked, and
what it has led to.  Given we share major risks along our coastlines
from oil and also chemical pollution, what opportunities has OPRC
created, and what does it mean NOW for the spill industry in UK and
across Europe .

Featuring
• Important views from international agencies and organisations,

including IMO, ITOPF, and from EMSA, MCA and other maritime
agencies from across Europe

• Views from the manufacturers and responders, including Briggs,
Braemar Howells, Vikoma, Lamor, Ro-Clean Desmi and Ayles Fernie

The seminar will take place at:
International Maritime Organization Conference Centre, 
4 Albert Embankment, London SE1 7SR  www.imo.org 

IMO in LONDON
14-15 JUNE 2010

NOW AT

UKSPILL10
Marine Spill Seminar

PAGE  5 | SpillAlert

THE OPRC QUESTION – HAS IT DELIVERED?
The evidence provided by ITOPF statistics is clearly yes. The trend

over the years continues sharply down, and will be reinforced by the
withdrawal of single hull tankers over the next 5 years.

However, in today’s complex world, it is rarely one single item that 
is the cause of change, and whilst OPRC has been the catalyst and a
major influence, other factors have come in to play, principally public
awareness followed by political pressure after the Exxon Valdez in
1988. Many historic spills, even very large spills, were out of sight of
the world, until that spill in Alaska, right under the nose of that most
environmental sensitive country, the USA.

IMO has had a critical role in delivering OPRC, which is the main

reason for marine oil spills now being at a 30 year low, and 2009 was
notable for having NO major spills.

It is difficult to find anything but official statements and
presentations about OPRC, and googling furiously failed to find “the
story of OPRC” perhaps we are only just getting to the point where this
becomes a “story”. Certainly, IMO, supported by a cast of maritime
nations, classification societies, and the myriad others, including ship
owners, managers, and ship builders, does have a major success to
talk about.

This is the reason for UKSpill choosing to hold its annual seminar on 
the theme of OPRC, and how it has affected the spill industry now and
what the future may hold. Maybe this is the start of a book?

The seminar cost is: 

£195 per person 

including lunches

UKSPILL10
Marine Spill Seminar

NOW AT

IMO in LONDON
14-15 JUNE 2010

* Check with the UKSpill website
www.ukspill.org for updates
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UKSPILL10
Marine Spill Seminar

PROGRAMME*
Delegates must be booked in advance, and photo id will take
place on arrival at IMO reception

Monday 14th June 2010  

0930-1000hrsRegistration for UKSPILL10 Seminar, Conference
Room 10 

1000hrs Opening by UKSpill and Seminar Chairman, Glyn
Humphries, of Briggs Marine introducing the
Seminar Theme - What OPRC has led to and what
we can look forward to.

1015hrs Welcome by IMO to its Headquarters with opening
remarks by S Micallef, Deputy Director, Marine
Pollution Division, setting out the role of IMO and
where OPRC will develop in the future

1045hrs Toby Stone, Head of Counter Pollution at the host
nation UK Maritime & Coastguard Agency sets out
the UK view of OPRC developments

1115hrs The view from Europe, EMSA’s view and where the
future lies, Walter Nordhausen will be speaking for
EMSA as the European Agency concerned with
Marine Pollution

1130hrs Richard Johnston of ITOPF reviews the effect of
OPRC on spills since 1990

1200hrs Question and answer on Opening Session

1230hrs Break for Buffet lunch hosted by sponsors - Briggs
Marine,  in ante room

1330hrs Seminar Chairman introduces speakers from
Maritime Agencies and Spill Organisations from
both Northern and Southern Europe

1400hrs The Norwegian view of risk from the Northern seas, 
from Johan Marius Ly of the Norwegian Coastal
Administration

1430hrs The Swedish view of the Baltic seas, speaker tbc

1500hrs Break for Afternoon Tea

1530hrs The Mediterranean risk, another view,
REMPEC/MOIG joint presentation

1600hrs The view from the Bosphorus and the Black Sea, 
Turkish Maritime Agency spkr tbc

1630hrs Case study by Maritime agency tbc

1645hrs Question and answer session on Afternoon Session

1700hrs Session ends, reception hosted by Braemar Howells

1830hrs Eurospill members meeting and supper location tbc

Tuesday 15th June 2010 

0900-0930 Delegates reconvene at Conference Room 10

0930hrs Seminar Chairman opens Day 2 and introduces the
third session on the impact of OPRC on delivery of
products and services, the manufacturers and
responders view on the implications of what OPRC
has meant and what it might mean for the future.

0945hrs Mike King, Managing Director of Vikoma
International sets out his view on what
manufacturing products will serve the needs of
OPRC regulation in the future. What does this
compliance cost in technical terms?

1015hrs Bill Fernie, of Ayles Fernie International gives 
the view of the specialist smaller manufacturer -
Has OPRC been a significant catalyst for Innovation
in Manufacturing

1045hrs Spkr (tbc) of Ro-Clean Desmi sets out how
Denmark’s manufacturer relates to these
sometimes conflicting issues of practical
manufacturing and the OPRC conventions, 
and what is needed to understand the market 
in the next decade.

1115hrs Andrew Crawford of Lamor sets out the Finnish
view of dealing with the needs of maritime agencies
in delivering compliance with OPRC, is Europe
different, what we share with other places in the
world

1145hrs Question and answer session

1215hrs Buffet Lunch in the ante room hosted by sponsor – 
Vikoma International

1245hrs Seminar Chairman opens the final session on the
views of Responders, in dealing with spills, and how
OPRC has changed methods and management
since 1990, and what is needed for the future.

1250hrs Patricia Charlebois, Head of Pollution Response at
IMO considers the future role of OPRC, and what is
expected from the response industry (tbc)

1315hrs Simon Valentine from Braemar Howells sets out the
view of a Spill Responder dealing with Oil and
Chemicals (HNS) and how OPRC affects
management of spills today and tomorrow.

1345hrs Odd Gunnar Jorgensen from MMB in Norway on the
response to recent spills in Oslo Fjord, and their
view on the effect of OPRC.

1415hrs Case study – Montara, reflections on the Timor Sea
spill with John Wardrop tbc

1445hrs Closing session - Panel discussion bringing
together the maritime agencies and
manufacturers/responders to discuss 
key points 

1500hrs Seminar ends
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• Depots nationwide

• Oil spill response, site audits, drain, forecourt 
& separator services

• Tank supply, installation, cleaning, repairs, 
testing and removal

• Fuel deliveries, installation services, uplifts 
& transfers, waste disposal and tankering

Speed, service and 
environmental integrity

Depots Nationwide 
T : 01423 850360
www.adlerandallan.co.uk

Oil and Environmental Services

0800 592827
24hr Emergency Response

Which is where UKSpill started, 
the predecessor, BOSCA, had been around 
for over 20 years, and to be kind was not
considered to offer value. It was also too small,
with just over 30 members, not economically
viable unless run by its members, which was
not an option.

So the members decided that as it not 
only promoted the marine element of  the 
UK industry at exhibitions, it also ran an
accreditation scheme for marine and 
inland spill contractors, it had the potential 
to become viable. But had to offer value to 
both marine and inland members.

UKSpill members based the new
organisation on 3 simple tenets, Promotion,
Information and Standards, and aimed to 
grow the membership by cutting the cost, 
and offering relevant Promotions,ie national
and regional events,  Information, an active
website and Standards, an effective
accreditation scheme.

It was decided to keep the management
small, with a director to manage, supported 
by 5 members of a board for supervision and
direction, representing each sector of the
industry, and meeting about quarterly. 

A key element in the Rules of the organisation
were that each member of the board would
only serve for 2 years, unless selected to chair
the organisation, the aim being to keep a flow
of fresh ideas.

The result of the changes, growth in
membership, and willingness to pay – by 2009,
over 100 companies were members, almost 50
were corporate members of the trade
association, and the accreditation scheme 
had 70 companies, up from 50. In 2004, it took
a year to collect the annual fees, in 2009,
everyone had paid within 3 months. 

Currently, UKSpill is chaired by Glyn
Humphries, a Director of Briggs Marine, 
one of the longest established spill companies.
The other members of the board, include 
Mike King, Managing Director of Vikoma
International, the original spill equipment

Like all organisations there is 
a natural cycle, enthusiasm and
relevance at start, and lassitude
and irrelevance at the end.  
A bit of a harsh judgement – 
well probably true for a trade
organisation, which is on the
edge of need ie it is generally
regarded as a luxury, and not
essential to day to day survival 
of its clients. 

What is UKSpill? How does 
it work? What does it achieve?
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24 Hour Emergency
Response Number !

01732 843131

Great British
Manufacturing www.darcy.co.uk

Booms
Skimmers
Pumps
Oil water separators
Absorbents
Spill Kits
Remediation

Leading suppliers to the
UK Oil Spill Response and
Clean Up Industry

manufacturer, spun out of BP, he is the
representative of the manufacturers. 
John Jones, a General Manager with Veolia
Environmental, Simon Valentine, Business
Manager with Braemar Howells, and Mark Orr
a Director of LCM Environmental represent the
spill responders.

The day to day management of UKSpill is in
the hands of Roger Mabbott, whose experience
as a navigating cadet on oil tankers was the
extent of his oil spill experience, but his
business development experience with 
P&O in the past has been valuable in
rebuilding the association.

To provide governance for the association, 
it is the role of past chairmen to keep the
organisation in order, at present this in the
hands of Mark Calvert, Managing Director of
Adler and Alan, who stood down as Chairman
this year.

So what does it do – Promotion, UKSpill is
now an Accredited Trade Organisation by the
UK government, and channels funding to
support members attending overseas
exhibitions, UKSpill also takes a leading 
role in managing the triennial Interspill

Conference & exhibition in Europe.
Information, UKSpill operates a website, 
and offers regular seminars for both Inland
and Marine Spill Responders. Standards, 
the Accreditation scheme has been expanded
to include new modules, and moved on line 
to provide government agencies with access to
the database about companies qualifications.

And now to bring together Promotions,
Information and Standards, UKSpill has
started publishing this quarterly newsletter
SpillAlert to develop its ability to put its
members  interests in front of the spill world.

What is UKSpill? How does it work? What does it achieve?

Glyn Humphries, current Chairman of UKSpill Association
Mark Calvert, Chairman of
UKSpill Association 2006-10

Dave Salt, Chairman of UKSpill
Association 2004-06
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UK: Opec celebrate 30 years in the
oil pollution business
OPEC was founded by Mr. Peter Ilsley on February 1st 1980. Before the
Company was founded Peter worked on the design and build of several
oil pollution recovery machines during the late 1970's. Peter's
background in the textile industry gave rise to the OPEC Mop Skimmer
which cleans oil from the surface of the water. 

Peter first came up with the concept having dealt with an oil spill 
in the textile mill he worked in during the 1970's using their own
product to do the clean up. 

Peter recalls: ‘The spill occurred in the boiler room of the factory. 
We had left out waste fibres from the carpet production line which
quickly adsorbed the oil' 

After 4 more years of development OPEC was born. Since then 
OPEC has successfully sold more than 2000 machines and associated
equipment for dealing with oil spills all across the world. From the USA,
S.America, Europe, Africa and to the Far East, and Australasia.

“We are pleased to accept the invitation to join UKSPILL
Organisation. It is pleasing to note the professionalism which exists
in UKSPILL and we look forward to working with the management
and all members in the future. It has been a long time since we tried
to enter into a form of association with other companies involved in
the supply of equipment and contracting operations to deal with oil
spill cleanup. BOSCA was not the vehicle.”

Peter Ilsley – Director OPEC Ltd

Lamor Corporation UK Ltd.
3 Medina Court, Arctic Rd 
Cowes, PO31 7XD
Isle of Wight, UK
Tel: +44 1983 280 185 
info@lamor.com 

Head Offi  ce
Lamor Corporation Ab
Urakoitsijantie 12 
FI-06450 Porvoo, Finland
Tel: +358 20 7650 100
info@lamor.com www.lamor.com

Lamor Corporation is 
the premier manufacturer 

of oil spill recovery equipment.

We off er the most eff ective solutions 
for off shore, harbour, beach cleaning 

and land remediation challenges.

 Skimmers
 Oil Booms

 Power Packs & Pumps
 Work Boats & Landing Crafts
 Vessel Systems
 Industrial Applications

 Shorelines & Beach Cleaning
 Absorbents
 Land Remediation

In the News
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Friday February 26:
Sea Alarm put an
assessment team on
stand by in order to
travel to Italy and
assist with the
initiation of an oiled
wildlife response, 
at the request of the

Italian authorities. In the morning Sea Alarm
was alerted by Ezio Amato, a scientist and
emergency response specialist of ICRAM, 
the Central Institute for Applied Scientific
Research of the Sea, who asked if Sea 
Alarm would be prepared to assist in the
developing incident.

An oil slick was heading towards the Po
Delta and although huge efforts to stop the oil
were still undertaken by the Italian Civil
Protection authorities, the fear was that the
protected wetland at the mouth of the river
could become affected. While waiting for an
answer from the Italian Civil Protection

authorities, Sea Alarm composed a strike
team of three people. In the early morning of
Saturday February 27, Sea Alarm was
informed that the Civil Protection fortunately
had managed to stop the oil from reaching the
Po Delta, and subsequently the alert for the
strike team was lifted.The spill in the Po river
had been caused by someone opening a valve
in a refinery near Monza, releasing over 
600 tonnes of household fuel oil into a
tributary river of the Po, which was reported as
act of environmental terrorism.

RISK TO AGRICULTURE - As sludge from 
an oil spill began polluting the Po, Italy's
longest river, raising fears of contamination 
of specialised farm products such as Parma
cheese, ham or the famous arborio rice 
used in making risotto, central authorities 
in Rome struggled to find answers who could
have deliberately set off the oil leak from an
abandoned refinery near the town of Monza.
Prosecutors began an investigation into the
spill, while president of Monza province Dario

Allevi called the incident "a true act of
environmental terrorism...

LATER –POLITICAL STEPS
In Italy almost half a million litres of fuel

fouled the country’s longest river, the Po, 
on 25 February after pouring into a tributary
from storage tanks in what could have been 
a deliberate act of pollution. The Lombardy
and Emilia Romagna regions in northern Italy
asked Rome to declare a state of emergency 
to help deal with the spill in the Po and its
Lambro tributary in the country's richest
industrial and agricultural area.

Swift currents have hampered efforts to
contain the fuel, mostly diesel. ‘We are talking
about 400,000 litres,’ Ferruccio Melloni, 
head of Emilia Romagna's civil protection
agency, says. The fuel poured into the Lambro
late on Tuesday from storage tanks at a
disused Lombarda Petroli refinery near
Monza, about 20 miles northeast of Milan. 
Enel SpA, Italy's largest power company, 
said the fuel formed a layer between 10 and 
15 cm thick at its Isola Serafini hydroelectric
power plant on the Po.

EUROPEAN:
A new type of spill,
vandals or eco
terror - The 600
tonne spill on the
River Po in Italy and
it’s consequences

EUROPEAN:
An under reported
earthquake and
spill in Scandinavia

EUROPEAN:
River Po oil spill
under scrutiny

As sludge from an oil spill began polluting the
Po, Italy's longest river, raising fears of
contamination of specialised farm products
such as Parma cheese, ham or the famous
arborio rice used in making risotto, central
authorities in Rome struggled to find answers
who could have deliberately set off the oil leak
from an abandoned refinery near the town of
Monza. Prosecutors have begun an
investigation into the spill, while president of
Monza province Dario Allevi called the incident
"a true act of environmental terrorism”.

DENMARK’S COAST HIT BY OIL POLLUTION

The northwestern coast of Denmark has been
hit by oil pollution. The oil slick is about two
meters wide and 30 kilometers long with
various thickness along the west coast of
Northern Jutland in Denmark, said the Danish
daily Politiken. Jutland forms the mainland
part of Denmark. It has the North Sea to its
west and the Baltic Sea to its east.

"This is quite a major pollution event,"
Environment expert Viggo Larsen was quoted
as saying by Politiken, adding that Admiral
Fleet Denmark (SOK), which patrols Danish
waters for signs of vessels that may leak oil or
jettison tanks reported no suspicious vessels.
"I have spoken to some other experts who say
it may have been caused by an earthquake that
took place some time ago off the Danish
coast," he added.

An earthquake measuring 4.7 on the Richter
scale took place on Feb. 19. Its epicenter was
recorded in the North Sea at a depth of 10
kilometers almost 70 kilometers west of
Thisted, a Danish region in northwestern
Jutland, the report said.

In Italy almost half a million litres of fuel
fouled the country’s longest river, the Po, 
on 25 February after pouring into a tributary
from storage tanks in what could have been 
a deliberate act of pollution.

The Lombardy and Emilia Romagna regions 
in northern Italy asked Rome to declare a state
of emergency to help deal with the spill in the
Po and its Lambro tributary in the country's
richest industrial and agricultural area.

Swift currents have hampered efforts to
contain the fuel, mostly diesel.

‘We are talking about 400,000 litres,’ 
Ferruccio Melloni, head of Emilia Romagna's
civil protection agency, says.

The fuel poured into the Lambro late on
Tuesday from storage tanks at a disused
Lombarda Petroli refinery near Monza, 
about 20 miles northeast of Milan.

Enel SpA, Italy's largest power company, 
said the fuel formed a layer between 10 and 
15 cm thick at its Isola Serafini hydroelectric
power plant on the Po.
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In the News

EUROPEAN: Oiled wildlife - Sea Alarm’s
view of the spill in the River Po in Italy

Is this somebody else’s copy 
of SpillAlert? 

Sign up for your own free copy at
www.ukspill.org
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A group of Italian oil companies
will have to pay up for the clean
up of coastal waters in southern
Sicily even though authorities did
not prove that the pollution was
caused by their refineries, the
European Union Court of Justice
ruled on Tuesday. The ruling
centres on the Priolo-Augusta-
Melilli area, where oil companies
had appealed against clean-up
bills imposed on them for
pollution dating back decades. 
EU judges were asked by an Italian court
whether the "polluter pays" principle,
enshrined in EU environmental legislation,
could be applied in this case. 

Representatives of ERG, ENI and ENI-
associate Syndial had appealed to Italian
magistrates arguing that, since there had been

no formal investigation on the cause of the
pollution, a causal link between their activities
and contamination of the Augusta shoreline
had not been established. 

But the EU court said Italian authorities could
presume the firms to be liable "on account of
the fact that the operators' installations are
located close to the polluted area" and on the
condition that they could show "a correlation
between the pollutants identified and the
substances used" in the refineries. 

In a separate ruling concerning ENI, EU judges
ruled that Italian authorities could also change
the terms of the clean-up measures that oil
company had to carry out, even after it had
started implementing them. 

They also said that the firm could be forced to
pay for environmental projects even if the land
it was operating on was not contaminated or it
was already cleaned up, as long as the
measures were necessary to prevent further
environmental damage to the area. 

Legambiente, Italy's biggest environmental

lobby group, welcomed the ruling, calling it in
a statement "very useful for the unblocking the
clean-up process of the 57 most polluted areas
in Italy," including former petrochemical sites
in the Venice lagoon and in Naples. 

Stefano Ciafani, Legambiente's scientific
advisor, told the German Press Agency, dpa,
that the opinion of the EU court "would limit
the judicial space of manoeuver for big oil
companies to delay clean-up operations."

ERG told dpa it had no comment to make,
while a spokeswoman for ENI did not
immediately return calls. 

The Priolo-Augusta-Melilli site became the
largest petrochemical hub in Europe in the
1960s. Since the 1970s it entered into decline,
but is still active today. 

Since the 1980s, evidence emerged of
increased health problems among the local
population - including a rising incidence of
cancer and malformed babies - which
campaigners blamed on the pollution 
caused by oil companies. 

EUROPEAN: Does the polluter pay? - EU judgement against
industrial companies without proof of pollution
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The OAMPS Team - your partners in petrochemical insurance and
risk management, environmental consultancy and staff training.

Everything you need
to protect your business

A Company

01372 467266 08702 403329 01485 544198

Insurance Managers to the UKSpill Association
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THE RAW REPORT
IS UK SPILL THE PLACE FOR 
HNS / HAZMAT ACCREDITATION?

One of the newer accreditation
qualifications under the UK Spill
Accreditation Scheme is
‘Module 7 for HNS/HAZMAT
CHEMICALS’. For those that
may be unfamiliar with these
terms, HNS is defined as
Hazardous and Noxious
Substances and HAZMAT are
defined as Hazardous Materials.
Given the significant risks
involved for responders and
indeed the public when dealing
with these substances, has UK
Spill got the depth of experience
and knowledge to accredit
companies involved in
HNS/HAMAT response?

For marine spills there is a well
established code of practice and coordinated
system for response in the form of the
Protocol on Preparedness, Response and Co-
operation to pollution incidents by Hazardous
and Noxious Substances, 2000 (OPRC-HNS
Protocol). For the purposes of the HNS

Protocol, a Hazardous and Noxious Substance
is defined as any substance other than oil
which, if introduced into the marine
environment is likely to create hazards to
human health, to harm living resources and
marine life, to damage amenities or to
interfere with other legitimate uses of the
sea. The HNS Protocol ensures that ships
carrying hazardous and noxious substances
are covered by preparedness and response
regimes similar to those already in existence
for oil incidents.

With respect to inland incidents accredited
contractors should be aware that the revised
Carriage of Dangerous Goods and Use of
Transportable Pressure Equipment
Regulations came into effect on 1st July 2009,
replacing the earlier 2007 regulations.
Dangerous goods encompass a wide variety
of substances presenting a hazard during
transport ranging from flammable liquids
such as petrol to infectious clinical waste
derived from the healthcare sector.
Dangerous goods can be transported by road,
rail, sea or air. The revised regulations which
refer to ADR (the internationally adopted
rules for dangerous goods transport by road)
place duties on different individuals within the
transport chain. 

The Fire and Rescue Manual (HM
Government, 2008) is a useful reference point
for spills including HNS/HAZMAT incidents.
The manual highlights that the primary
emergency chemical information retrieval
system used within the UK is the ‘Chemsafe’
system provided by NCEC (National Chemical
Emergency Centre). Chemsafe is a voluntary
scheme run by the Chemical Industries
Association and is an integral part of the
chemical industry's Responsible Care
initiative and it is also consistent with the
objectives of Cefic's International Chemical
Environment (ICE) programme. As indicated
in the FRS manual, there are in existence
some extremely useful national and
international resources for emergency
responders and some of these can be found
at the following links.

• NCEC Chemsafe
http://the-ncec.com/chemsafe

• CHEMIDPLUS 
www.chem.sis.nlm.nih.gov

• HAZARDOUS SUBSTANCES DATA BANK
www.toxnet.nlm.nih.gov

• EUROPEAN INVENTORY OF EXISTING
COMMERCIAL CHEMICAL SUBSTANCES
http://ecb.jrc.ec.europa.eu/esis
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• SIRI MSDS INDEX
www.hazard.com/msds

• CEFIC ERICARDS DATABASE
www.ericards.net

• WISER 
www.wiser.nlm.nih.gov

The risks involved in attending these
incidents are no doubt significant and
emergency responders attending
HNS/HAZMAT incidents must have the
relevant material safety data sheets and
COSHH assessments in place to ensure they
protect their staff and the public in these
incidents. Liaison with the emergency
services and the Environment Agency is
always going to be essential to minimise
impacts to human health and the
environment arising from these incidents.
Given the potentially serious consequences
associated with these incidents it would be
interesting to know if members feel the
accreditation schemes goes far enough in
ensuring suitability to respond to these
incidents and if UK Spill is indeed the place

for accreditation for hazardous spill response
or whether UK Spill should focus on being a
specialist trade organisation for the oil spill
industry alone.

As an established member and supporter
of UK Spill, RAW believe that there is a need
to ensure that sufficient technical standards
are being attained and
demonstrated by
members of the
organisation, and UK Spill
must ensure that it has
sufficient technical ability
and support in order to
appropriately assess or
accredit its members. To
achieve this goal, RAW
support the proposed
formation of a ‘Standards Committee’ within
UK Spill which would more clearly establish
specific requirements under the relevant
modules of accreditation. In addition RAW
continue to support the proposals for the
production of a ‘Code of Practice’ to which
members must be able to demonstrate

compliance as part of the assessment of
their accreditation. By ensuring this
increased level of technical support and
assessment, UK Spill will be able to more
confidently state that its members are able to
demonstrate competence in the modules for
which they are accredited. This should mean

that becoming an accredited contractor is
more valuable as the quality of the ‘badge of
honour’ is increased and hopefully
organisations such as the Maritime and
Coastguard Agency and the Environment
Agency would also support such proposals. 

RAW believe that there is a need
to ensure that sufficient

technical standards are being
attained and demonstrated by
members of the organisation

Sustainable
Remediation

Specialists
SOIL & GROUNDWATER TREATMENT

MINIMISING WASTE

HEALTH & EXPOSURE MONITORING

RAW’s specialist skills are founded on cost-effective 

use of innovative technology and understanding 

the most effective way to manage 

& treat contamination.

Tel: 0845 166 8491
www.raw-group.com

Offices throughout the UK and Ireland
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EUROPEAN:
Baltic Actions - U.S.
European Command
Oil Spill Response
Conference to be
hosted by Latvia
Feb 26, 2010
Michael Brown and 
Jill Wasberg U.S.
European Command
Logistics Directorate
The United States
European Command
and the Latvian Coast
Guard will host an
international oil and
chemical spill response
conference on August
23-27, 2010, 
to take place around
BALEX DELTA 2010, an
annual exercise on the Baltic Sea. The aim of
this annual exercise is to check the Baltic Sea
countries' readiness to respond to major oil
accidents at sea. The exercise will take place
on the Baltic Sea over the course of three
days. In addition to participating in the on-
water spill response exercise participants will
also tour the Latvian Maritime Rescue and
Coordination Center (MRCC) and the Baltic
Diving School. MRCC Riga, is an innovative,
functional command and control model that
effectively supports the maritime safety and
security needs of Latvia. 

The Latvia Coast Guard
vessel, Varonis, docked in
Ventspils, Latvia.
(Department of Defense
photo by Jill Wasberg) 

EUROPEAN: Baltic Sea Action Summit in
Helsinki tackles pollution

HELSINKI, Feb. 10 - The Baltic Sea Action
Summit opened with leaders expected to make
commitments to saving one of the world's
most polluted seas.

"It is clear that we need cooperation of all
the countries in the region to work together to
solve the environmental problems of the Baltic
Sea," Finnish President Tarja Halonen said in
her opening speech.

"The Baltic Sea is a route for travel and
trade, but decades of exploitation and sheer
irresponsibility have taken their toll on its
vulnerable eco-system. It is clear that
something has to be done quickly," she said.

Seven foreign heads of state or government
are joining Halonen in the meeting, including
Russian Prime Minister Vladimir Putin,
who will arrive at noon, and leaders from
Sweden, Latvia, Lithuania, Estonia, 
Norway and Denmark.

Some 350 people from business circles and
non-governmental organizations are also
taking part in the summit, which aims to bring
together parties from all sectors in a bid for
concerted action to save the sea.

The need for action has been recognized by 
all of the Baltic countries. In November 2007,
the countries bordering the sea adopted in
Cracow, Poland, the Baltic Sea Action Plan,
which identifies the actions needed to restore
the status of the Baltic Sea. The European
Union has recently adopted the Strategy 
for the Baltic Sea Region.

"We want to give our support to these
decisions and actions," the Finnish 
president said.

The Baltic is one of the most polluted seas 
in the world, with an average depth of just 
59 meters. Its catchment area is home to
some 90 million people from 14 
industrialized countries. The sea has been
choking on emissions for several decades,
with large parts of the sea bottom showing no
signs of life. The list of potential threats to the
Baltic Sea is uncomfortably long, including
eutrophication, high toxin levels, and heavy sea
traffic and related risks.

A particular threat is the growing volume of
oil transports, the annual volume of which is
expected to grow from the present 150 million
tons to 250 million tons by 2015.

President Tarja Halonen of Finland, Prime Minister Matti
Vanhanen of Finland, King Carl XVI Gustaf of Sweden and
President of Lithuania Dalia Grybauskaite (R to L) attend the Baltic
Sea Action Summit in Helsinki, capital of Finland, Feb. 10, 2010.
The Baltic Sea Action Summit opened on Wednesday in Helsinki
with leaders expected to make commitment to saving the world's
most polluted sea. 

EUROPEAN: SLICKBAR - CELEBRATING 50 YEARS
Slickbar Products Corporation is
very proud to be celebrating its
50th year in the oil spill industry.

Slickbar traces its long history through
Neirad Industries, a plastics research and
development company owned by Millard F.
Smith. In the late 1950's, Mr. Smith developed
an oil spill containment boom and sold the 
first oil boom system in 1960. Since that time,
numerous improvements in designs have
occurred, and additional new products have
been introduced to the product line which
broadens the oil spill containment and 

cleanup product line. In 1969, Neirad Industries
changed its name to Slickbar, Inc. When Mr.
Smith retired in 1987, Slickbar Inc. changed its
name to Slickbar Products Corporation with
new ownership.

Through the past 50 years, several important
additions have taken place; e.g. the purchase of
JBF Environmental, developers of the famous
JBF Dynamic Incline Plane (DIP) skimmers and
vessels and also the addition of Corrosion
Control International, manufacturers of
advanced corrosion protection solutions, such
as the Retrowrap system. The most significant
event has been the merger of Slickbar Products

with Lamor Group in Porvoo, Finland in 2008.
This unique union of the two great groups of
dedicated, experienced people allows us to
widen and expand our blended technology base
and serve our growing customer network even
better. The two brands, Slickbar and Lamor, are
now united and the combination of both offers
so many more creative and effective solutions.

What has remained constant has been our
dedication to develop effective and useful
technologies for protecting and preserving the
environment and striving to provide outstanding
service to our customers, which we look
forward to continuing for another 50 years.

In the News
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UK: Vehicle mounted static earthing verification system

In the recovery and transportation of
flammable & combustible products the
generation and build of electrostatic charges
can pose a significant hazard to personnel 
and equipment if correct static earthing
precautions are not put into action. 
The relative motion and interaction 
of different materials leads to the
instantaneous combination and separation 
of positive and negative charges. If these
charges do not have a means to dissipate from
the objects or materials they come into contact
with, i.e. flow to true earth (ground) they
become “static” and raise the voltage of the
object or material on which they are
accumulating to a level that could discharge 
an incendiary spark into a locally present
flammable atmosphere. 

API 2219, entitled “Safe Operation of
Vacuum Trucks in Petroleum Service”, is
probably the most relevant standard to address
the hazards of static electricity in vacuum
truck operations directly, although valuable

information and recommendations can be
sourced from CLC/TR: 50404 and NFPA 77. 
Of the many recommendations outlined 
in API 2219, the most relevant instruction 
is to fully earth the truck by connecting it to 
“a designated, proven ground source”, 
before commencing with transfer operations.

The standard also states the importance 
of confirming that the connection resistance
between the truck and the designated 
earthing point is less than 10 ohms and 
that this resistance should be verified 
with the use of an ohmmeter. All conductive
and semi-conductive components of the
transfer system must be bonded together
with a connection resistance not exceeding 
10 ohms.

Responding to the demands of engineers
and companies engaged in the transfer and
recovery of flammable and combustible
products, Newson Gale is conducting the 
last phase of “real-world” trials of a new 

truck mounted static earthing system that 
is capable of demonstrating full compliance
with the API 2219 standard.  

The Mobile Ground Verification system (MGV
for short) has been designed in conjunction
with hazardous material handling specialists,
emergency responders and chemical
manufacturing sites where limited access to
electricians can delay hazardous material
transfer operations. 

The earthing system performs two primary
functions that match the requirements
outlined in the API standard. The first primary
function is designed to automatically verify if
the truck is connected to an earthing point
with a low enough resistance connection to
earth that is capable of dissipating static
charges safely. 

The second primary function verifies that 
the connection between the truck and the
verified earth point is less than 10 ohms 
for the duration of the material transfer
process. The MGV system has a user friendly
operator interface which indicates when
transfer operations are safe to begin. The
earthing system is connected, with a quick
release static earthing clamp, to either buried
structural metal work or to rods that are
hammered into the earth. When the operator
connects the clamp to the object believed 
to have a low resistance earth connection, 
the MGV system immediately verifies whether
or not the contact resistance of the object to
earth is sufficiently low enough to dissipate
static charges that could build up on the
truck’s transfer system. This function is
referred to as “Static Ground Verification”. 

The system also confirms that the truck’s
connection to the proven earth point is less
than 10 ohms and monitors the health 
of this connection for the duration of the
transfer process. This function is referred 
to as “Continuous Ground Loop Monitoring”.
This function ensures that static charges
generated on the transfer system have 
a clear, low resistance path to the verified
earth point.

For more information on static earthing 
of vehicles contact Mike O’Brien on 
0115 940 7514 or e-mail
michael.obrien@newson-gale.co.uk.

Vacuum trucks provide an important contribution to the
transportation and recovery of flammable and combustible products
within the hazardous process industries. Their efficiency and
versatility means they can fulfil a broad array of duties ranging from
the transfer of chemicals in manufacturing production, to removing
waste deposits from storage tanks or performing hazardous
material recovery at the site of road & rail traffic incidents. 
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A complete solution

industrial sector
for the

To find out more:
Tel: 0800 009 3601 
Email: industrial.services@veolia.co.uk

www.veolia.co.uk

At Veolia Environmental Services we 
work closely with our customers to 
ensure that our waste management 
and recycling services meet their 
requirements and beyond. We do 
whatever we can to minimise any 
impact on the environment. And 
wherever the potential, we aim to 
transform waste into a resource.

With a wealth of expertise, 
experience and state-of-the-art 
equipment we provide first-class 
integrated industrial cleaning and 
waste management services.  

o  24 hour Emergency  
Environmental Response: 

  -  Chemical spills and hazardous 
waste removal

  - Flood clearance

  - Fuel and oil spills

  -  Removal of blood  
and clinical waste

  - Road traffic collisions

  - Release to inland waterways

  - Removal of fly-tipped waste

o  Marine Waste Services

o  Automated tank and vessel cleaning

o  Cold cutting

o  Sludge dewatering

o  High pressure water jetting

o  Drainage clearance

o  Decommissioning  
and demolition projects

o  Chemical cleaning  
and decontamination
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UK: Looming Disaster? 
Tankers bring tide of anxiety 
off English coast

An article published in March
by a Canadian journal

EDITORIAL COMMENT: In our first issue, we
included an article highlighting the concern
that local communities (in Scotland) have
with in laid up tankers, or even just any
ship, as ultimately all ships have a potential
spill risk. This article follows the same
theme, and points to the need for better
information for communities, who simply
see a threat highlighted by media. To
answer the concerns, information needs to
be available to show that the reality is that
comprehensive emergency plans do exist to
deal with a spill, and that ship operations
are fundamentally safe, which goes back to
the main theme of this issue – OPRC has led
to a massive fall in spills, and this has not
got the publicity it needs.

Resort town of Southwold raises concerns
that flotilla of oil tankers risks a spill that
would spell disaster for tourism. Thousands of
beachgoers flock each summer to the
picturesque beaches of Southwold, an English
resort town renowned for its mellow
atmosphere, colourful seaside huts and old-
fashioned pier. But if the price of oil doesn't
keep rising, next season’s vacationers will find
the postcard-perfect coastal vistas marred by
dozens of oil supertankers anchored off shore.

The tankers started appearing off the coast
several months ago and on a recent day, six
could be seen on the horizon through the
cloudy, squally weather. That was just the tip 
of the iceberg, with ship-tracking websites
showing about two dozen tankers moored in
the sea between Southwold and Lowestoft, 
16 kilometres to the north.

Some local residents and officials say
they’ve counted nearly 40 at times, and at night
their twinkling navigation lights make it look 
a city is floating offshore. But residents are
worried that with so many, the risks of a
possible collision and oil spill are magnified,
which would devastate the local economy.

“If you've got a spillage of oil or whatever
along this coastline, it would be catastrophic

for us, for the business,
because people come
here for the beach, the
walks, the wildlife,” 
said Pamela O'Hara,
who works at the 
Orwell Bookshop on
Southwold’s main
street. “All they’re doing
is sitting. But on the
other hand, if anything
did go wrong it would 
be complete disaster 
for us as a business,” 
she said. 

The flotilla is a by product of the global
recession, as oil companies and trading
companies have found it cheaper to store
excess crude oil and oil-derived products
offshore in anticipation of higher oil prices 
this year. Oil traders are betting that crude
prices, though yesterday’s price of about 
$82 (U.S.) a barrel is not much higher than 
it was at the beginning of 2010.

So they're stashing the oil in tankers in
anticipation of higher prices this year that will
cover the cost of storing it, a situation known
as a contango. Those supertankers, which are
hundreds of metres long and capable of
carrying hundreds of thousands of barrels, 
are being parked in Sole Bay in the North Sea
off Southwold.

The calm waters off one of England's most
easterly points have always drawn a handful of
big ships to anchor there, but locals say it has
never been more than two or three. Simon
Tobin, who sits on the town and district
councils, says he’s concerned about the
potential for spills during so-called ship-to-
ship transfers, in which smaller vessels pull
up to the supertankers, which are too big for
the area’s ports, and transfer their cargo of oil.
The transfers are carried out several times a
month. He’s also worried about other tankers,
some of which are older and only single-
hulled, that are just sitting in the sea using it
as a parking lot while awaiting orders to move
on. Mr. Tobin says local authorities are not
equipped to deal with a spill and he wants the

In the News

British government to tighten regulations on
the transfers while encouraging other tankers
to go elsewhere. Stephen Bournes, the owner
and managing director of Southwold’s pier,
says he too is worried. “Human error will
happen at some point. If we get a spillage, 
then my trade’s going to drop considerably,”
Mr. Bournes said. “You're not going to come 
on holiday to a beach that has oil washing 
up on it. Generally people aren’t very pleased
with them being here and they’re not seen 
as an attraction to the vista, no one really
wants them.”

Others in town say they're not so concerned
about the tankers, which bring business to
neighbouring communities when local ships go
out to service them and crews come ashore to
eat and sleep.

The Maritime and Coastguard Agency says
draft legislation is being submitted to
Parliament later this year that would call for
tighter controls on transfers, including ship
inspections.

Bill Box, a spokesman for Intertanko, which
represents 270 independent tanker owners,
said his members are only following orders
from their clients: oil companies and traders.
“If the U.K. authorities and Southwold decide
to boot out tanker storage, then they will
simply go elsewhere,” he said. Mr. Box said the
average supertanker charter rate is about
$30,000 (U.S.) to $50,000 a day, a long way
down from highs of about $200,000 18 months
ago, though still higher than the low of about
$10,000 last year. “

Floating oil reserve

A number of oil tankers sit off England’s east coast as oil companies
hoping for higher profits, await a rise in crude prices. 

THE GLOBE AND MAL SOURCE: MARINETRAFFIC.COM
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Following its inception, it become apparent
that the problem of oil spills was not one
particular to any single oil company but rather
pan-industry in nature and that could be
responded to in a most cost effective way 
by using shared resources based on the tiered
approach to oil spills. Forming a cooperative
would help achieve economies of scale 
in the purchase of equipment; more
importantly, high levels of readiness,
equipment maintenance and training could 
be maintained. 

The original Members of the cooperative
consisted of BP, EXXON, Mobil, Texaco and
PetroCanada who shared the cost of the
facility amongst them. At that time just 18

The year 2010 sees the 25th anniversary of Oil Spill Response, 
one of the world’s premier oil spill response and preparedness
organisations. Formed in 1985 as an industry co-operative to
respond to oil spills on behalf of the international oil industry, 
the Company later took over the running of the Oil Spill Service
Centre, a facility established in the early eighties by BP. 

personnel were employed and the cooperative
existed purely as a response organisation
whose main purpose was to ‘polish the 
brass and wait for the bell to ring’.  

The technology used in oil spills then was 
also in its infancy and focussed on the recovery
of oil at sea, using large scale boom and
skimmer systems. Practical experience
regarding the use of such systems was
limited: the countless training drills and
exercises that were carried out concentrated
on how best to deploy and operate the
equipment, with ‘everyday being a school day’. 

The frequency of spills occurring at the time
meant that the benefit of an industry
cooperative dedicated to oil spill preparedness
and response on a global basis could be
demonstrated through responding to a
number of significant spills. The
consequences of such historic events laid 
the precedent for paradigm changes that
would have an effect on the course of the
organisation over the next few years.

The history of oil spills is marked with what
can only be described as ‘watershed events’.
These include the Torrey Canyon in 1967 which
led to the development of compensation

regimes, and  the Amoco Cadiz in 1978, which
involved a major VLCC grounding. In 1989 the
world witnessed the  effects of the grounding
of the Exxon Valdez in Prince William Sound in
Alaska, an  incident that sparked a global
review of risk by the oil industry and the
introduction of legislation at both international
and national levels by the International
Maritime Organisation (IMO) and the US
Government respectively. 

This particular time in history led to the
development of a host of response capabilities
around the world including East Asia
Response Private Limited based in Singapore.
This facility was to provide a first strike
capability in the Far East region that had the

added advantage of drawing on further
resources from Southampton within 
a 72-hour time frame. 

At the same time, the membership of Oil Spill
Response expanded from six to around 
17 oil companies, creating the need for more
manpower and equipment resources.
Equipment and manpower levels were
subsequently doubled; the facility also
underwent expansion and refurbishment
before being reopened by the IMO Secretary
General William O’Neill in 1992. 

Over the years improvements and
enhancements have been made to the
equipment held by Oil Spill Response to
enhance delivery. Equipment packaging,
design and documentation have been
developed with one thought in mind: to be
mobilised as quickly and effectively as
possible. Equipment has been specially
designed to be compatible with aircraft 
cargo and security systems to permit rapid
access onto aircraft and better cope with 
the high level of security present in today’s
aviation world.  

Lessons learned along the way showed the
critical importance of aviation logistics in the

OIL SPILL RESPONSE 
Achieving 25 years of history 

The Long Article:
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delivery of response. After the 1989 Exxon
Valdez incident, Oil Spill Response chartered
two aircraft - a L100 Hercules and an Ilyushin
76 cargo jet - in support of its operations from
Southampton. Both aircraft provided superb
logistics capabilities for moving equipment
whilst the Hercules also had a specialist role
as the platform for the Aerial Dispersant
Delivery System, one of the principal response
tools operated by Oil Spill Response. 

Today the Company uses two L100 Hercules
aircraft that are based in Southampton and
Singapore. In addition Oil Spill Response is
able to call upon a Cessna 310 and Cessna 406
to provide response support to operations in
the United Kingdom Continental Shelf and an
Embraer Bandeirante 110 to provide
surveillance and dispersant capability to the
West African Region.  

Through these years the demand for oil spill
training by the oil industry increased
dramatically. As a response to this
requirement a dedicated training school was
established within Oil Spill Response in 1991
that provided a range of programmes for
industry. Its principle programme - the
flagship Oil Spill Clearance Course -  has been
run over 150 times since the training school
was established. 

Given the strength of the relationship between
East Asia Response Private Limited and Oil

Spill Response Limited, it soon became
obvious that an alignment of the two
operations could benefit the oil industry even
further. An Alliance was formed between the
two companies that eventually led to a
complete merger in 2006 leading to a much
more effective global operation.   

In 2006, Oil Spill Response established a base
in Bahrain to meet the requirements of
customers in the Middle East region. The
Bahrain base provides a strategic forward
operating location for the region and is a focal
point for training and preparedness activities
in the region. In a bid to get closer to its
Members in major oil producing zones, the
Company established representative offices in
Aberdeen and Indonesia, leveraging on the
physical proximity of these locations to meet
with Members and understand their specific
needs and requirements so as to provide more
tailored services. In addition Oil Spill Response
has based staff in West Africa and Libya to
meet and engage our Members there. 

As the industry changes, so too do the
demands on the Company. The Oil Spill
Response of today and tomorrow is being
defined and driven more by the expertise and
operational experience of its personnel rather
than just its equipment inventory. Over the
past 25 years, Oil Spill Response has grown
from a Company based in a single location

with just five Members and 18 personnel, into
an organisation running three operating bases
spanning three continents, positioning
representatives in multiple locations and
developing a workforce of more than 130
personnel, elements that have been integrated
into the Company’s oil spill response
preparedness and response activities on a
truly global basis. In that period the Company
has responded to more than 350 oil spills and
now caters to a growing membership of 35
Participant oil companies and over 70
Associate members.
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INTERNATIONAL: THE BLACK ROSE INCIDENT
On September 10, 2009, the

37,657 DWT M/V bulk carrier
Black Rose sailed from the Port of
Paradip, India fully loaded with
iron ore fines. The only problem
was that it was loaded during a
heavy rain storm and the ore was
in a slurry.

UK: UKSPILL10 - ANNUAL MARINE OIL SPILL SEMINAR 
14-15TH JUNE 2010, IMO LONDON UK
This year’s UKSPILL10 will be held at IMO in London, a change of plan, but the highlight is on
OPRC after 20 years with key speakers from IMO, MCA and EMSA, together with the leading
manufacturers and Responders giving their assessment. Details at www.ukspill.org

AUSTRALIA: SPILLCON 2010
12-16 APRIL 2010, MELBOURNE, AUSTRALIA
The next event in the Triennial Oil Spill Conference series. Global/Regional/Local
www.spillcon.com 

USA: CLEAN ATLANTIC 2010
18 -19 MAY 2010, BALTIMORE, MARYLAND,USA
Inland Waterway Spills. LNG. Hazmat. Environmental. Port & Maritime Security, 
Clean Atlantic covers it all. www.cleanatlantic.org

INDUSTRY EVENTS: PREVIEWS
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STOP PRESS
Interspill 2012 to be
held in London

The Steering Committee of Interspill
met in Lisbon, in late February, to decide
where Interspill would be held next. Three
possible host nations had emerged, UK,
Holland and Turkey. The potential venues
in London, Rotterdam and Istanbul were
very closely matched in terms of facilities,
accessibility and oil spill connections, and
made for a difficult decision.

The Committee concluded that Interspill
should go to London, in March 2012, and to
co locate again with Oceanology
International at Excel in Docklands, where
much of the Olympic preparations will be
taking place.

Chris Morris, the new Chairman of the
Interspill Steering Committee, said that
the success of the event in 2006, when
Interspill had been first held in London,
weighed heavily in its favour. The
importance of achieving a high level of
attendance at the conference was vital for
success in 2012, and the Committee
believed it was more likely to be achieved
in London.

The 2012 Interspill event will also be
given a new look and format, driven by
feedback from all the participants, with a
focus on closing the gap between the
exhibition and conference. The aim will be
to more interactive, and multifaceted , to
reflect the changes in the world of oil and
also chemical spills. In addition to the
traditional conference, more workshops
and seminars will be held, to promote
industrial developments, education,
training and demonstrations. The
underlying theme will be to look towards
the next generation, who will be dealing
with future spills, and to deliver that
essential  element in this industry –
networking. 

The event will be held on 13-15 March
2012, at Excel, in London. Interspill is
formed by the European spill industry
associations, NOSCA, SRGH, SYCOPOL,
Eurospill and UKSpill, together with EMSA
and IPIECA, and is supported by IMO, IOPC
and ITOPF. Oil Spill Response Ltd. is the
permanent sponsor of the event.

For further information contact
info@interspill.com and visit
www.interspill.com

Within 3 hours of leaving port the cargo
shifted and the Black Rose went into a list
from which recovery was impossible. Within
hours of sailing the vessel capsized in shallow
water approx 6 km from the entrance of the
port with a full cargo and 970 tonnes of
furnace oil and diesel fuel bunkers. The crew
abandoned the vessel. 

The port services department of Paradip
Port Trust (PPT) responded immediately with
an AFTI CSUL- 30 boom which has been in
the inventory of PPT since 2001. The boom
was anchored in place in offshore conditions
to contain whatever potential spillage would
come from the vessel while a response
activity was developed. The moorings were
also provided by AFTI which is a subsidiary of
Ro-Clean Desmi.

With the AFTI CSUL-30 boom effectively
containing the vessel, a Morris M1-11-24
skimmer, supplied to Paradip Port Trust last
year, was deployed. This skimmer proved to

be very effective in removing floating
lubricants from within the vessel. Sorbents
provided by AFTI were an integral part of the
equipment used in the clean up operation.

Feedback from PPT told the story that the
equipment provided by AFTI was very effective
in handling this spill incident. Over 95% of the
oil was removed from the Black Rose without
incident, on schedule and without any
equipment failure.

There are no plans at this time to remove
the vessel. It will continue to remain as a
hazard to navigation indefinitely. Pollution
from the iron ore fines appears to be localised
but the long term effects are unknown at 
this time.

As a result of the good service and
performance provided by AFTI equipment PPT
has recently decided to replace the worn out
CSUL-30 boom with a new boom. The 10 year
service life of this boom was well beyond the
expectations of the customer.

In the News

61, Sevenhampton, Cheltenham
Gloucestershire  GL54 5SL  United Kingdom

T +44 (0)7793 649 643    E info@ukspill.org www.ukspill.org
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